
English 

Extended sustained reading, identifying themes, 
insights into character and justification of views.  

Grammar terms-passive and active voice, 
different clauses , progressive tenses. 

Writing-autobiography/biography, narrative, 
explanation, free verse poetry. 

ICT 

1. Design, write and debug programs to 

accomplish a specific goal, including controlling 

physical systems.  

2.Solve problems by decomposing them into 

smaller parts.  

Maths 

Number: focussing on the four operations, algebra & 

fractions 

Measurement:  converting units of measure 

Geometry:  properties of 2D & 3D shapes incl. area & 

perimeter 

Statistics: graphs, mean as the average 

Science 

Earth & Space/Forces 

1. To understand the movement of the Earth and 

other planets in relation to the sun. 

2. To be able to explain the science behind day & 

night. 

3. To understand the effect of gravity and friction. 

4. Use pulleys, gears and levers to move objects. 

History 

Settlements & Cultures 

To focus on changes in Britain from Stone Age to 

present day through the study of: 

 Stonehenge 

 Skara Brae 

 Romans  

Art 

1. Use sketching techniques and develop the skill 

of using perspective. 

2. To know about know about great artist with      

reference to perspective eg. Escher. 

Geography 

Volcanoes & Earthquakes 

1.To understand the structure of the Earth. 

2. To investigate the structure of a volcano 

3. To understand that the Earth’s crust is split into 
tectonic plates. 

Music 

Specialist  teaching of the ukulele with a music 

teacher from the NT Music Service 

Singing Strategy 

Mama don’t allow & Mudina tun nabi 

Design Technology 

1.To select and prepare foods for a purpose. 

2. To know where a variety of food comes from 

and the seasonality of produce . 

3 To understand the importance of portion sizes 

and plan and make a variety of savoury dishes. 

RE/PSHCE 

Christianity: including the question ’What do 

Christians believe about God’ and Easter 

PSHCE: Dreams and Goals 

Aspirations, how to achieve goals and              

understanding the emotions that go with this 

PE 

Games & Dance  

1.Dance unit: Modern dance - rhythm 

2.Tag Rugby: To learn the basic rules of rugby 

and the passes involved. Make a team plan and 

communicate it to others. 

MFL  

    Unit 11 — J’habite 

1.Say and write where they live. 

2.Name the rooms and furniture items within a 

house. 
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